Chart Supplement Pacific

A single volume designed for use with Enroute charts and the Hawaiian Islands, Mariana Islands, and Samoan Islands Sectional Aeronautical chart.

Includes: the Airport Facility Directory (A/FD), communications data, weather data sources, airspace, navigational facilities, special notices, TPP charts, and Pacific area procedures.

- Updated every 56 days
- Available in digital format

Airport Directories

NOLULU CONTROL FACILITY

AMAKUA RCAG
126.6 122.1R Primary for area 90 NM E of Denns, Ebber and Fites

KAIKAIKE RCAG
119.9 Primary for area S of Honolulu and area W and NW of Lihue

KALEAKALA RCAG
119.3 Primary for Maui area

KAIKAIKE RCAG
124.1 Primary for area NE and E of HNL VORTAC out to about 90 NM

LA RCAG
26.0 Freq used about 90 NM NE and E of Oahu